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The utmost distance for quantum entanglement
Yong Xiao∗
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A common viewpoint is that a particle could be quantum entangled with another particle arbi-
trarily far away. But in this paper we suggest that there is an utmost distance for the existence
of quantum entanglement between two particles, beyond which the initial quantum entanglement
would be broken by some quantum gravitational effect. The utmost distance is proposed to be
LQE = λ
αl1−αp , where λ is the quantum wavelength of the particles and lp = 1.616× 10
−35m is the
Planck length. The most probable value of the parameter α is 2 or 3. As other quantum-gravitational
effects, this effect is very weak and hard to be detected in foreseeable experiment.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum entanglement (QE) is one of the most mys-
terious phenomena of quantum mechanics, well known as
“spooky action at a distance”. When measuring one of
the two entangled particles, the other particle acquires
the corresponding state simultaneously. Nevertheless,
due to the uncontrollable randomness, the existence of
quantum no-cloning theorem and other subtleties in the
process, the phenomenon cannot be used to transmit
classic information in a superluminal way. So it avoids a
direct confliction between quantum mechanics and spe-
cial relativity.
An immediately question is how far the QE between
two particles could be retained. The common answer is
that two particles can be entangled at an infinite dis-
tance. This is understandable in the framework of quan-
tum mechanics and special relativity, because one can
never construct a fundamental distance from the reduced
Planck constant ~, the speed of light c, and the quantum
wavelength λ characterizing the particle. The absence
of a candidate distant leads to the acceptance of an in-
finite distance for QE, though the emergence of infinity
usually implies our ignorance about the relevant physics
(the boundary between quantum and classical physics in
this case). Experimental physicists are willing to judge
the foundations of quantum physics by direct experiment.
Recently, the quantum satellite “Micius” successfully dis-
tributed entangled pairs of photons to separate stations
1200 kilometers apart and proved that QE still exists in
such a remote distance [1]. The team further plans to
send a photon source to the Lagrange point of Earth-
moon system and to test the robustness of QE at a dis-
tant over 300, 000 kilometers. It is conceivable that this
kind of experiment over such an ultra-large scale may
challenge our understanding of gravity and the structure
of spacetime.
Actually when gravitational effects are included, the
theoretical analysis before has to be changed. After in-
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troducing the gravitational constant G into the analysis,
a fundamental length known as Planck length can be
constructed, which is lp =
√
~G/c3 = 1.616 × 10−35m.
Then combining with the characteristic wavelength λ
of the entangled particles, we can construct a length
LQE = λ
αl1−αp by dimensional analysis, where α is a
parameter to be analyzed below. If there is really an ut-
most distance for QE, it naturally has this form and the
only question is how to choose the value of α. In the fol-
lowing, we shall illustrate that the most probable value
of α is 2 or 3.
II. THE REASON FOR α = 2
Quantum mechanics is the low energy approximation
of quantum field theory (QFT). The microscopic par-
ticles such as photons, electrons are the excitations of
quantum fields. It is realized that QFT is incomplete at
ultra-high energy and ultra-large length scale. At high
energy scale, QFT has various infinities to be renormal-
ized and for ultra-high energy the self-gravitation of the
quantum fields is too strong to be omitted, while a rig-
orous description of quantum gravity is still absent. At
super-large length scale, the vacuum energy of conven-
tional QFT has an enormous discrepancy with the ob-
served cosmological constant.
In [2], Cohen et al. pointed out that conventional QFT
cannot be correct at a rather large length scale, after
gravitational limitations have been taken into considera-
tion. They suggested a relation L ≤ mp/Λ
2 between the
ultraviolet (UV) cutoff Λ and infrared (IR) cutoff ~/L as
the applicable condition for the conventional QFT and
argued that it doesn’t conflict with the present particle
physics experiment. As an example, when the UV-IR re-
lation is applied to the size of cosmological horizon, the
corresponding UV cutoff is Λ ∼ 10−2.5eV and eliminates
the necessity of fine-tuning of the vacuum energy.
Since the conventional QFT ceases to be in effect for
Λ > 10−2.5eV at cosmological size, QE as a fundamental
concept of quantum theory also becomes questionable.
In this spirit, we may translate the above UV-IR relation
to be LQE ≤ λ
2/lp and view it as the applicable condi-
tion of the concept of QE. If the conjecture is correct,
2the particles with momentum Λ ≤ 10−2.5eV (wavelength
λ ≥ 4× 10−4m) can be entangled with each other at the
cosmological size, and for the particles with higher mo-
mentum (shorter wavelength), the QE at the cosmolog-
ical size may be broken by some quantum gravitational
“noises” beyond conventional QFT.
We conjecture the formula of LQE is applied not only
to the QE between the space configurations of the par-
ticles, such as the case |φ(~r1)ψ(~r2)〉 ± |φ(~r2)ψ(~r1)〉, but
also to the QE between particle spins or polarizations.
This is because particle spin is a concept highly corre-
lated with the space configuration of the quantum fields.
In the viewpoint of QFT, particle spin is a property
of quantum state under coordinate transformations, and
technically speaking the photon fields and electron fields
are respectively the vector and spinor representations of
Lorentz group. Another concrete example is that the en-
tire wavefunction of two electrons is anti-symmetric, so
when the space configuration part of the wavefunction is
anti-symmetric, the spin part of the wavefunction must
be symmetric, and vice versa.
III. THE REASON FOR α = 3
Since the introduction of entropy and the second law of
thermodynamics, the concept of information has become
more and more important in physics. In recent years, in-
spired by black hole physics and the generalized second
law of thermodynamics, it is realized that the maximum
realizable entropy of a system of size L is its boundary
area in Planck units, i.e., A/l2p. This is called holographic
principle [3–5], because it strongly implies that all the in-
formation inside a quantum-gravitational system can be
encoded on the boundary of the system. The area-scaling
entropy is often called holographic entropy. Cohen et al.
have also considered another UV-IR relation L ≤ m2p/Λ
3
based on the holographic principle of quantum gravity.
As always, we translate it as a limitation to the distance
of QE, which is LQE ≤ λ
3/l2p.
In fact, we prefer LQE ≤ λ
3/l2p to LQE ≤ λ
2/lp as
the utmost distance for QE, because the UV-IR relation
L ≤ m2p/Λ
3 is derived from the holographic principle.
Holographic principle was originally extracted from the
analysis of space-time horizon which shields all the in-
formation behind it and finally it sets a limitation to
the maximum information capacity of a general system.
Note that QE is also a concept intimately related to in-
formation. From this perspective, QE is conceptually
close to holographic principle. In contrast, the UV-IR
relation L ≤ mp/Λ
2 comes from the energy constraint to
a conventional QFT system. In this kind of situations
where other limitations are tighter than the holographic
principle, because it doesn’t touch the fundamental in-
formation bound, whether the entanglement distance is
finite or infinite usually becomes an irrelevant question.
(It doesn’t mean there is no limitation to entanglement
distance, it only means one cannot touch it in these sit-
(a) (b)
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FIG. 1: (a) The entangled pairs are described by the quan-
tum state |ψ〉 = |10〉 ± |01〉. Assume the QE can exist at an
infinite distance. Accumulate particles inside a box of radius
R and leave the particles entangled with them outside. We
can accumulate at most N = R3/λ3 particles inside the box,
where λ is the quantum wavelength of the particles. Mea-
suring the box, the corresponding Von Neumann entropy is
S = N ln 2. The holographic principle is violated when λ
is short enough. (b) Require the utmost distance for QE is
LQE = λ
3/l2p. For the case λ > R
1/3l
2/3
p , LQE > R and the
entropy is S = N ln 2 < A/l2p ln 2 causing no trouble. For the
case λ < R1/3l
2/3
p , we have LQE < R. The result is that only
a layer of the particles close to the boundary of the box can
contribute to the entropy of the system. The effective number
of the particles is Neff =
R2LQE
λ3
. Using LQE = λ
3/l2p, the
corresponding entropy is S = A/l2p ln 2 independent of λ.
uations.)
As a fundamental principle, holographic principle must
take effect independently at some physical situation
where too much information and mass are accumulated
in a region. So hereafter we only consider the limita-
tion from holographic principle, and release other possi-
ble quantum-gravitational limitations [6].
Now we start to provide an informational perspective
argument. The reader, who is unfamiliar with discussions
about quantum gravity, only needs to memorize that the
maximum entropy inside a region is A/l2p where A is the
boundary area of the system. We show clearly the reason
why an infinite entanglement distance conflicts with the
holographic entropy limitation and how the requirement
LQE ≤ λ
3/l2p is consistent with the holographic principle.
First, we assume that QE could exist at an infinite dis-
tance. Consider a pairs of entangled particles described
by the quantum state |ψ〉 = |10〉 ± |01〉. When we ob-
serve one of the two particles alone, we get a mixed-state
density matrix and the corresponding uncertainty in the
measurement can be calculated by the Von Neumann en-
tropy, which gives S = ln 2. Now we collect many pairs
of entangled particles. Accumulate one particle of each
entangled pair in a box of radius R and put the other par-
ticles far away. We can accumulate at most N = R3/λ3
particles into the box, where λ is the quantum wave-
length of the particles. Measuring the state of the box ,
the corresponding Von Neumann entropy is S = N ln 2.
For particles with wavelength short enough, the box has
more entropy than A/l2p, which conflicts with holographic
principle.
3Second, we require the utmost distance of QE to be
LQE = λ
3/l2p. Accumulate N = R
3/λ3 particles in-
side the box. For the simple case λ > R1/3l
2/3
p , there
is LQE = λ
3/l2p > R, thus the QE of all the entan-
gled pairs can be retained. The Von Neumann entropy
of the box is S = N ln 2 < A/l2p ln 2 causing no trou-
ble. The intriguing consideration is about the case with
λ < R1/3l
2/3
p . In this case N = R3/λ3 > A/l2p. However,
we have LQE = λ
3/l2p < R meanwhile, thus many parti-
cles cannot contribute to the calculation of the entropy.
As visualized in Fig.1b, if two particles are far apart,
the QE between them has been destroyed and the quan-
tum state has collapsed to a certain non-entangled state,
thus the particle inside the box doesn’t contribute to the
total entropy. Another visualized situation in Fig.1b is
that both the entangled particles are inside the box to
retain the QE, the particles as a whole provides a pure
state when measuring the box and no entropy is con-
tributed. As a result, only a layer of the particles close
to the boundary of the box can contribute to the en-
tropy of the system, the effective number of the particles
is Neff = N
R2LQE
R3 =
R2LQE
λ3 . The corresponding Von
Neumann entropy is S =
R2LQE
λ3 ln 2. Obviously, using
LQE = λ
3/l2p, we obtain the expected holographic en-
tropy S = A/l2p ln 2. And the entropy cannot increase
even using particles with much shorter wavelength. Ac-
cordingly, this scenario is nicely consistent with holo-
graphic principle.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we argue that the utmost distance for QE
is LQE = λ
αl1−αp , where λ is the quantum wavelength of
the entangled particles and lp is the Planck length. The
possible value of α is 2 or 3. The value α = 2 is derived
from the applicable condition of conventional QFT, and
α = 3 comes from the constraints of holographic principle
of quantum gravity which limits the maximum entropy
or information inside a system.
As various quantum-gravitational effects in the litera-
ture, the effect is rather weak and hard to be detected
in experiment. As displayed in Table I, for the entangled
photon pairs with wavelength 800nm employed in the
quantum satellite, QE can exist over a distance 1022m or
even 1051m. In order to detect the breakdown of QE at
the distance 1200km, one must use the photons or other
microscopic particles with energy up to 10Mev or even
100Tev. So it seems very hard to find the signal of this
effect in foreseeable future.
❅
❅
λ = 8× 10−7m LQE = 1.2 × 10
6m LQE = 3× 10
8m
α = 2 LQE ≤ 10
22m
λ ≥ 10−15m
(10Mev)
λ ≥ 10−14m
(1Mev)
α = 3 LQE ≤ 10
51m
λ ≥ 10−22m
(100Tev)
λ ≥ 10−21m
(10Tev)
TABLE I: The existence condition of QE
Conventional QFT should be modified at high energy
scale and large length scale. Experimental physicists
have tried to examine the validity of conventional QFT
and to find the possible quantum gravitational effects
at high energy scale in particle accelerators for many
years. And now, by examining the properties of QE,
the quantum satellite experiment and other analogous
experiments provide another opportunity to study quan-
tum gravitational effects at large length scales.
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